
The Ten W’s of an emergency message 
 
In journalism new students are taught that a story has 5 W’s Who, When, What, Where and Why. In 
emergency communications for the Emergency message to be complete there must be 10 W’s. With 
many folks now using email type programs and not utilizing the standard NTS message form, 
knowing the 10 W’s becomes very important.  
 
1. Who the message is going to including title of person and address. 
2. What is the message identifier (that’s the originating stations message number and time). This can 

be used to prioritize requests. A failure to include this info may mean the request will be acted 
upon based on time received rather than time sent. 

3. What time the message was sent (see 2 above) 
4. Where the sender is sending the message from. This could be a frequency where the sender 

monitors and location (this helps route replies back to the sender) 
5.  What is needed if if the message is a supply or service request or what info being reported to the 

addressee. 
6. Where “what” is needed at or occurred at. 
7. When “what” is needed or occurred. 
8.  Who is sending the message including the title of the sender. 
9. What is the precedence of the need. 
10. Word count.  This is the number of words in the text of 5, 6, and 7 above. This is used by voice 

relay stations to confirm they have the complete accurate texts being relayed. 
 
WITHOUT ANY ONE OF THESE 10 W’S YOUR MESSAGE IS INCOMPLETE and the addressee will 
need to spend valuable air time trying to get the missing information! 
 
You can avoid trying to remember the 10 W’s by, using  the attached NTS message form. It has all 
this info. 
 
 
 
Some message handling tips. 
 
When sending a message you do not need to say the title of the Box the information is in except for 
the first box ( Message number)  
 
Your copy of any message originated from your location must have an original authorized signature 
as well as printed for spelling. This should not be your signature in an emergency but that of the 
person the Served agency has designated to authorize messages to be sent. .  
 
While you may have to coach the sender to get the message as brief as possible, he needs to see it 
before it is sent. 
 
Remember, at least for Red Cross, one request item per message.  Requests, once received, often 
go to different storehouses or other locations and with multiple items requested in the same message, 
one may get overlooked. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


